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Realizing probabilistic identification and cloning of quantum states
via universal quantum logic gates
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Probabilistic quantum cloning and identifying machines can be constructed via unitary-reduction processes
@Duan and Guo, Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 4999~1998!#. Given the cloning~identifying! probabilities, we derive an
explicit representation of the unitary evolution and corresponding Hamiltonian to realize probabilistic cloning
~identification!. The logic networks are obtained by decomposing the unitary representation into universal
quantum logic operations. The robustness of the networks is also discussed. Our method is suitable for a
k-partite system, such as quantum computer, and may be generalized to general state-dependent cloning and
identification.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a, 03.65.Bz, 89.70.1c
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum no-cloning theorem@1#, which asserts that un
known pure states cannot be reproduced exactly by
physical means, is one of the most astonishing feature
quantum mechanics. Wootters and Zurek@1# have shown
that the cloning machine violates the quantum superposi
principle. Yuen and D’Ariano@2,3# showed that a violation
of unitarity makes the cloning of two nonorthogonal sta
impossible. Barnumet al. @4# have extended such results
the case of mixed states and shown that two noncommu
mixed states cannot be broadcast. Furthermore, Koashi
Imoto @5# generalized the standard no-cloning theorem to
entangled states. The similar problem exists in the situa
of identifying an arbitrary unknown state@6#. Since perfect
quantum cloning and identification are impossible, the in
curate cloning and identification of quantum states have
tracted much attention with the development of quantum
formation theory@7#.

The inaccurate cloning and identification may be divid
into two main categories: deterministic and probabilist
The deterministic quantum cloning machine generates
proximate copies and further we get two subcategories:
versal and state-dependent. Universal quantum cloning
chines, first addressed by Buzˇek and Hillery@8#, act on any
unknown quantum state and produce approximate co
equally well. The Buzˇek-Hillery cloning machine has bee
optimized and generalized in Refs.@9–13#. Massar and
Popescu@14# and Derkaet al. @15# have also considered th
problem of universal states estimation, givenM independent
realizations. The deterministic state-dependent cloning
chine, proposed originally by Hillery and Buzˇek @16#, is de-
signed to generate approximate clones of states belongin
a finite set. Optimal results for two-state cloning have be
obtained by Brußet al. @10# and Chelfes and Barnett@17#.
Deterministic exact cloning violates the no-cloning theore
thus faithful cloning must be probabilistic. The probabilis
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cloning machine was first considered by Duan and G
@18,19# using a general unitary-reduction operation with
postselection of the measurement results. They showed t
set of nonorthogonal but linear-independent pure states
be faithfully cloned with optimal success probability. R
cently, Chelfes and Barnett@17# presented the idea of hybri
cloning, which interpolates between deterministic and pro
bilistic cloning of a two-state system. In addition, we@20#
have provided general identifying strategies for sta
dependent system.

Clearly, it is important to obtain a physical means to ca
out this cloning and identification. Quantum networks f
universal cloning have been proposed by Buzˇek et al. @21#.
Chelfes and Barnett@17# have constructed the cloning ma
chine in a two-state system.

In this paper we provide a method to realize probabilis
identification and cloning for ann-state system. The metho
is also applicable to general cloning and identification
state-dependent systems. As any unitary evolution can
accomplished via universal quantum logic gates@22,23#, the
key to realizing probabilistic identification and cloning is
obtain the unitary representation or the Hamiltonian of
evolution in the machines. We derive the explicit unita
representation and the Hamiltonian which are determined
the probabilities of cloning or identification. Furthermore, w
obtain the logic networks of probabilistic cloning and ide
tification by decomposing the unitary representation into u
versal quantum logic operations. The robustness of the
works is also discussed.

The plan of the paper is the following. In Sec. II w
derive the unitary representation matrix and Hamiltonian
quantum identification provided with one copy and gener
ize this method toM→N quantum cloning and identification
with M initial copies. For the special case of a quantu
computer, we should be concerned with the system wh
includesk partites, each of them being an arbitrary two-sta
quantum system~qubit!. The identification and cloning in
suchk-partite quantum systems have more prospective ap
cations, which include normal qubits and multipartite e
tangled states. In Sec. III, we provide the networks of pro
bilistic cloning and identification ofk-partite systems and
discuss their stability properties.
©2000 The American Physical Society10-1
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II. UNITARY EVOLUTIONS AND HAMILTONIANS
FOR IDENTIFICATION AND CLONE

Any operation in quantum mechanics can be represe
by a unitary evolution together with a measurement. Con
ering the states secretly chosen from the setS5$uc i&,i
51,2, . . . ,n% which span ann-dimensional Hilbert space
Duan and Guo@19# have shown that these states can
probabilistically cloned by a general unitary-reduction ope
tion if and only if uc1&, uc2&, . . . ,ucn& are linear-
independent. By introducing a probeP in annP-dimensional
Hilbert space, wherenP>n11, the unitary evolutionÛ in
the M→N probabilistic cloning machine can be written
follows:

Ûuc i&
^ Muw1&

^ (N2M )uP0&5Ag i uc i&
^ NuPi&

1(
j

Ci j ua j&uw1&
^ (N2M )uP0&,

~2.1!

whereuP0& and uPi& are normalized states of the probe sy
tem ~not generally orthogonal, but each ofuPi& is orthogonal
to uP0&), and uc i&

^ M5uc i&1uc i&2•••uc i&M (uc i&k is thekth
copy of state uc i&). The n-dimensional Hilbert space
spanned by state sets$uc i&%, $uc i&

^ M%, or $uc i&
^ NuPi&% are

denoted byH, H M, and H N, respectively, and$uw i&%,
$ua i&%, and $ub i&% are the orthogonal bases of each spa
The probeP is measured after the evolution. With probab
ity g i , the cloning attempt succeeds and the output stat
uc i&

^ N if and only if the measurement result of the probe
uPi&. The n3n inter-inner products of Eq.~2.1! yield the
matrix equation

X(M )5AGXP
(N)AG1CC†, ~2.2!

where then3n matrices areC5@Ci j #, X(M )5@^c i uc j&
M#,

and XP
(N)5@^c i uc j&

N^Pi uPj&#. The diagonal efficiency ma
trix G is defined asG5diag(g1 ,g2 , . . . ,gn). Since CC†

>0 (CC† is positive semidefinite!, Eq. ~2.2! yields

X(M )2AGXP
(N)AG>0. ~2.3!

This inequality determines the optimal cloning efficiencie
For example, whenn52, we get@17#

g11g2

2
<max

$uPi &%

12u^c1uc2&uM

12u^c1uc2&uNu^P1uP2&u
5

12u^c1uc2&uM

12u^c1uc2&uN
.

~2.4!

In the limit asN→`, theM→N probabilistic clone has a
close connection with the problem of identification of a s
of states. That is, Eq.~2.1! is applicable to describe th
probabilistic identification evolution, since$uc i&

^ `, i
51,2, . . . ,n% are the orthogonal bases ofn -dimension Hil-
bert space. Inequality~2.3! turns intoX(M )2G>0 , and in-
equality ~2.4! results in (g11g2) /2<12 z^c1uc2& zM, which
is the maximum identification probability whenn52, with
M initial copies. In fact, there is a trade-off between iden
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fication and cloning. When the probe statesuPi& are orthogo-
nal to each other, we can identify and clone the input sta
simultaneously. WhenuPi& are the same for all the to-be
cloned states, we obtain no information about the input sta
and the probabilities of successful clone approach the m
mum. For a normal situation interpolating between the clo
ing and identification, where statesuPi&ÞuPj& exist, we can
identify them with no-zero probability and get some info
mation about the input, which means the cloning probab
ties must decrease.

Now that the existence of probabilistic cloning and ide
tifying machines has been demonstrated, the next step
determine the representations of the unitary evolutionÛ for
the cloning and identifying machines with the given pro
ability matrix G.

To simplify the deduction, we start with probabilisti
identification of one initial copy. A unitary evolutionÛ is
utilized to identify uc i&,

Ûuc i&uP0&5Ag i uw i&uP1&1(
j

Ci j uw j&uP0&, ~2.5!

where uP0& and uP1& are the orthogonal bases of the pro
system. If a postselective measurement of probeP results in
uP0&, the identification fails. Otherwise we make a furth
measurement of the to-be-identified system and ifuwk& is
detected, the input state should be identified asuck&. The
inter-inner products of Eq.~2.5! yield the matrix equation

X5G1CC†. ~2.6!

Denoting matrixA5@^w i uc j&#n3n , we get

X5A†A. ~2.7!

Obviously A is reversible. Since uc i&uP0&
5(m51

n uwm&uP0&^wmuc i&, Eq. ~2.5! can be rewritten as

Û~ uw1&uP0&, . . . ,uwn&uP0&)

5~ uw1&uP1&, . . . ,uwn&uP1&)AGA21

1~ uw1&uP0&, . . . ,uwn&uP0&)C
†A21.

On the orthogonal bases$uw i&uPj&,i 51,2, . . . ,n, j 50,1% in
Hilbert spaceHAP5H^ H P, Û can be represented as

U5S C†A21 M

AGA21 N D , ~2.8!

whereM ,N aren3n matrices. In Appendix A, we derive th
expressions of the four submatrices in Eq.~2.8! and get

U5ṼSṼ†, ~2.9!

whereṼ5diag(V,V),

S5S F 2E

E F D

0-2
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REALIZING PROBABILISTIC IDENTIFICATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 062310
with E5diag(Am1, . . . ,Amn), and F
5diag(A12m1, . . . ,A12mn). V andmi are determined by

I n2C†X21C5V diag~m1 , . . . ,mn!V†. ~2.10!

Since the coefficient matrixC can be deduced from Eq
~2.6!, the parametersV and mi ,i 51, . . . ,n are determined
by the probabilitiesg i ,i 51, . . . ,n. Hence, the representa
tion U is obtained from the given probabilities. The expre
sions ofE andF require 0<mi<1, i 51,2, . . . ,n. In Appen-
dix A we show a more strict limitation 0,mi<1.

Equation ~2.9! is fundamental in obtaining the Hami
tonian and realizing a quantum probabilistic identifying m
chine. Based on this representation, we use the follow
method to derive the corresponding Hamiltonian. We ad
the approach in the quantum computation literature of
suming that a constant HamiltonianH acts during a shor
time intervalDt. Here we only consider evolution fromt to
t1Dt. The time interval is then related to the strength
couplings inH, which are of the order\/nt. Under this
condition we deduceH with

U5e2 iHDt/\. ~2.11!

The unitary representationU in Eq. ~2.9! can be diagnolized
by interchanging the columns and rows of the matrix~refer
to Appendix B! as

U5O diag~eiu1,e2 iu1, . . . ,eiun,e2 iun!O†, ~2.12!

whereO is a unitary matrix andu j , j 51, . . . ,n are deter-
mined by

eiu j5A12mj1 iAmj S 0,u j<
p

2 D . ~2.13!

Comparing Eq.~2.12! with Eq. ~2.11!, the eigenvaluesE6k
of the Hamiltonians should be

E6k57
uk\

Dt
1

2pN6k\

Dt
, ~2.14!

whereN6k are arbitrary integers.H can be represented as

H5O diag~E1 ,E21 , . . . ,En ,E2n!O†. ~2.15!

Now we have successfully derived the diagonalized r
resentation and Hamiltonian of the evolution described
Eq. ~2.5!, which are essential to realizing the identificatio
via universal quantum logic gates. We will extend the res
to M-initial-copy identification andM→N cloning in a simi-
lar way. In the situation of probabilistic identification withM
initial copies, we generalize Eq.~2.5! to
06231
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Ûuc i&
^ MuP0&5Ag i uw̃ i&uP1&1(

j
Ci j ua j&uP0&,

~2.16!

where $uw̃ i&,i 51,2, . . . ,n% is a set of orthogonal states i
nM-dimensional Hilbert spaceH ^ M. With the method men-
tioned above, we can prove thatU has the same represent
tion as that in Eq.~2.9! on different orthogonal base

$$ua i&uP0&%, $uw̃ j&uP1&%,i , j 51,2, . . . ,n%, where the defini-
tions of V, mi , E, and F are also the same as that of E
~2.9!. However, they are different in fact because the de
mining condition Eq.~2.10! turns into

I n2C†~X(M )!21C5V diag~m1 , . . . ,mn!V†. ~2.17!

As to M→N probabilistic cloning, the unitary evolution
equation is Eq.~2.1!. Under the same condition of Eq.~2.17!
but different orthogonal bases$$ua i&uw1&

^ (N2M )uP0&%,
$ub i&%,i 51,2, . . . ,n%, U may still be represented as that
Eq. ~2.9!.

We notice that in different situations for probabilist
identification and cloning, the unitary representation a
Hamiltonian are of the same form. However, since the de
mining conditions are different, the values ofV, mi , u i , and
E6k are different as well. The unitary representations a
Hamiltonians of different identifications and clones are ba
on different bases. All these show that theseÛ or Ĥ are
actually different.

In this section, we choose appropriate orthogonal ba
and represent the 2nN-dimensional unitary evolution as Eq
~2.9! in a 2n-dimensional subspace. In the subspace ortho
nal to such 2n-dimensional subspace,U5I .

III. NETWORKS OF PROBABILISTIC CLONING
AND IDENTIFICATION IN A k-PARTITE SYSTEM

So far we have derived the explicit representation of
unitary evolutions for quantum probabilistic cloning an
identification. The next problem is how to realize these clo
ing and identifying transformations by physical means. T
fundamental unit of quantum information transmission is
quantum bit~qubit!, i.e., a two-state quantum system, whic
is capable of existing in a superposition of Boolean sta
and of being entangled with one another. Just as classica
strings can represent the discrete states of arbitrary finite
mensionality, a string ofk qubits can be used to represe
quantum states in any 2k-dimensional Hilbert space. Obvi
ously there exist 2k linear-independent states in such
k-partite system. In this section we apply the method p
vided in Sec. II to this special system and realize probabi
tic cloning and identification of an arbitrary state secre
chosen from a linear-independent state set via universal l
gates. This solution may be essential to the realization o
quantum computer.
0-3
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A. Some basic ideas and notations

Quantum logic gates have the same number of input
output qubits and ak -qubit gate carries out a unitary oper
tion of the groupU(2k), i.e., a generalized rotation in
2k-dimensional Hilbert space. The formalism we use
quantum computation, which is called a quantum gate ar
was introduced by Deutsch@22#, who showed that a simple
generalization of the Toffoli gate is sufficient as a univer
gate for quantum computation. We introduce this gate
follows.

For any 232 unitary matrix

U5S u00 u01

u10 u11
D

and mP$0,1,2, . . . %, the matrix corresponding to the (m
11) -bit operation isLm(U)5diag(I 2m,U), where the bases
are lexicographically ordered, i.e.,u000&,u001&, . . . ,u111&. For
a generalU, Lm(U) can be regarded as a generalization
the Toffoli gate, which, on them11 input bits, appliesU to
the (m11)th bit if and only if the otherm bits are all on
stateu1&. Barencoet al. @23# have further demonstrated th
arbitraryLm(U) can be executed by the combination of a
of one-bit quantum gates@U(2)# and two-bit Controlled-
NOT ~C-NOT! gate @that maps Boolean values (x,y) to
(x,x% y)].

We first introduce a lemma which shows how to deco
pose a general unitary matrix to the product of the matri
Lm(U).

Lemma 1.Any unitary matrixU5@ui j #n3n can be decom-
posed into

U5S )
t51

n21

)
l 5t11

n

Atl D S )
k51

n

BkD , ~3.1!

where Atl5@ai j
(t l )#n3n 5Pt,n21Pl ,nÂ(ûtl)Pl ,n

† Pt,n21
† , Bk

5Pk,nB̂„exp(iak)…Pk,n , Â(ûtl)5diag(1,1, . . . ,1,ûtl), ûtl is a
232 unitary matrix,B̂„exp(iak)…5diag„1,1, . . .,1,exp(iak)…,
Pi j left-multiplying a matrix interchanges thei th andj th row
of the matrix, and similarlyPi j

† right-multiplying a matrix
interchanges columns. On the lexicographically ordered
thogonal bases, the representations of operatorsPi j and Pi j

†

are identical. Whenn52m11, obviously Â(ûtl)5Lm(ûtl),
and B̂„exp(iak)…5Lm(diag„1, exp(iak)…).
06231
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The meaning of this decomposition in mathematics is t
some unitary matrices, namelyAtl

† , left-multiply U to trans-
fer it to a upper triangular matrix. SinceU is unitary, it
should be diagonal and can be decomposed into the pro
of matricesBk . Thus unitary matrixU is decomposed into
the form of Eq.~3.1!.

We show how to transfer the operationPi j to operation
Lm(sx) via C-NOT operations. In factPi j 5u$xk

i %&^$xk
j %

u1u$xk
j %&^$xk

i %u1( lÞ i , j u$xk
l %&^$xk

l %u, where u$xk
t %&

5ux1
t , x2

t , . . . , xm11
t & with xk

t P$0,1%, k51,2, . . . ,m11.
These C-NOT operations transfer the subspace spanne
u$xk

i %& and u$xk
j %& to the subspace spanned byu11̄ 11& and

u11•••10&. For iÞ j , there must existk satisfying xk
i Þxk

j .
Denote the minimum value ofk by k0 and assumexk0

i 51,

xk0

j 50. For an integers, k0,s<n, if xs
i Þxs

j , we execute

C-NOT operation~thek0th bit controls thesth bit!. Then for
1<h<n, xh

i 5xh
j 50 , we executesx

h on thehth bit. At last
we interchange the input sequence of thek0th bit and the
(m11)th bit.

With the lemma above, a unitary evolution can be e
pressed as the product of some controlled unitary operati

The representations of the input states are another im
tant problem. As to two linear-independent statesuc1&,uc2&
of one qubit system, we set them symmetric,

uc1,2~u!&5uc6~u!&5cosuu0&A6sinuu1&A , ~3.2!

where 0<u<p/4 andA represents the system for identific
tion and cloning.@This simplification is reasonable becau
arbitrary statesuc1&,uc2& can be transformed to Eq.~3.2! via
unitary rotation.#

In the case of a two-partite system, the orthogonal ba
are $uf i&1,2%5$u00&1,2,u01&1,2,u10&1,2,u11&1,2% and the input
states are$uc i&1,2, i 51,2,3,4%, each of which may be ex
pressed asuc i&1,25( j 51

4 t i j uf j&1,2 with ( j 51
4 ut i j u251. How-

ever, they cannot be converted to symmetric forms as th
in Eq. ~3.2!. DefineT5@ t i j #434; the determinant ofT should
be nonzero sinceuc i&1,2 are linear-independent.

Lemma 2.For any four states$uc i&1,2, i 51,2,3,4% in Hil-
bert spaceH ^ 2 ~two-partite system!, there exists a unitary
operatorU0,

U0~ uc1&1,2, uc2&1,2, uc3&1,2, uc4&1,2)

5~ uf1&1,2, uf2&1,2, uf3&1,2, uf4&1,2)T̃, ~3.3!

where
T̃5S 1 eim2
(1)

cosu2
(1) eim3

(1)
cosu3

(1)cosu3
(2) eim4

(1)
cosu4

(1)cosu4
(2)cosu4

(3)

0 sinu2
(1)

eim3
(2)

cosu3
(1)sinu3

(2) eim4
(2)

cosu4
(1)cosu4

(2)sinu4
(3)

0 0 sinu3
(1)

eim4
(3)

cosu4
(1)sinu4

(2)

0 0 0 sinu4
(1)

D
with 0<u i

~1!,p, 0<u i
( j ),2p, 0<m i

~ j !,2p.
0-4
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If $uc i&1,2% are linear-independent, thenu i
(1).0. The unitar-

ity of U0 yields

T†T5T̃†T̃. ~3.4!

Lemma 2 can be generalized to ak-partite system. Ac-
cording to this lemma, we may concentrate on probabilis
cloning and identification of statesuc̃ i&1,25U0uc i&1,2, i
51,2,3,4.

All unitary representations have physical meaning o
when the orthogonal bases have been set. To represen
bases$ua i&% and $ub i&%, we adopt the distinguishability
transfer gate (D-gate! operation introduced in Ref.@17# and
generalize it to ak-partite system. This operation compress
all the information of theM input copies into one qubit an
acts as follows:

D~u1 ,u2!uc6~u1!&uc6~u2!&5uc6~u3!&u0&. ~3.5!

The unitarity of operationD(u1 ,u2) requires

cos 2u35cos 2u1 cos 2u2 . ~3.6!

This condition, together with 0<u j<p/4, suffices to deter-
mine u3 uniquely. SinceD(u1 ,u2) is Hermitian@17#, it can
also transfer stateuc6(u3)&u0& back to uc6(u1)&uc6(u2)&.
This accomplishes the process of information decomp
sion. Both the compression and decompression will be us
in implementing the cloning and identification.

The D-gate operation can be used as an element in a
work for M→N cloning. Define DK5D1(u1 ,
uK21)D2(u1 ,uK22)•••DK21(u1 ,u1), where the operation
D j (u1 ,uK2 j ) compresses the information of partitesj, j 11
to partite j, and anglesu j are uniquely determined b
cos 2uj115cos 2u1cos 2uj (0<u j<p/4). DK acts as

DKuc6~u1!& ^ K5uc6~uK!&1u0& ^ (K21). ~3.7!

The operationsDK , by pairwise interactions, compress a
the information to partite 1.D(u1 ,u2) may be decompose
into universal operations@17#, i.e., local unitary~LU! opera-
tions on a single qubit and C-NOT operations. Here we
rectly use the results obtained by Chelfes and Barnett@17#
and illustrate theD gate in Fig. 1.

OperationDK that is suitable for a one-partite system c
be generalized to ak-partite system. In the previous part o
this subsection we have discussed the special representa
of input states in ak-partite system and we will adopt them
below. Consider a two-partite system. Defineũ
5$u i

( j ) , m i
( j ) , 2< i<4, 1< j < i 21% to represent the param

FIG. 1. The networks of ofD gate @17#. d and % denote the
controller and target bit of a C-NOT operation, respectively.
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eters in matrixT̃ in lemma 2. We generalize theD-gate to
two-partite system, which acts as

D~ ũ,j̃ !uc̃ i~ ũ !&Auc̃ i~ j̃ !&B5uc̃ i~ h̃ !&Au00&B , ~3.8!

wherej̃ andh̃ have a definition similar toũ. The unitarity of
operationD( ũ,j̃) yields

X~ ũ,j̃ !5T̃†~ h̃ !T̃~ h̃ !, ~3.9!

whereX( ũ,j̃)5@A^c̃ i( ũ)uc̃ j ( ũ)&AB^c̃ i( j̃)uc̃ j ( j̃)&B#434. The
upper triangular representation ofT̃(h̃) determines h̃
uniquely through Eq.~3.9!.

To obtain an explicit expression for the operationD( ũ,j̃),
we must specify how it transforms states in the subsp
orthogonal to that spanned byuc̃ i( ũ)&Auc̃ i( j̃)&B . Equation
~3.8! may be rewritten as

D21~ ũ,j̃ !$f i&Au00&B , i 51,2,3,4%5$uf i&Auf j&B ,

i , j 51,2,3,4%GT̃21~ h̃ !, ~3.10!

where G1634 is the matrix representation of state

$uc̃ i( ũ)&Auc̃ i( j̃)&B% on the bases$uf i&Auf j&B%, which are
lexicographically ordered, i.e.,u0000&,u0001&, . . . ,u1111& in
Hilbert space H^ 2

^ H^ 2. We denote GT̃21(h̃)
5(v1 ,v5 ,v9 ,v13). Statesuv i& are orthogonal in the spac
spanned by $uc̃ i( ũ)&Auc̃ i( j̃)&B%. Denote G̃21

5(v1 ,v2 , . . . ,v16), where states $uv j&, 1< j
<16, j ¹$1,5,9,13%% are selected in the subspace orthogo
to that spanned by$uv i&, i 51,5,9,13%. With Eq. ~3.10!, we
let

D21~ ũ,j̃ !$uf i&Auf j&B%5$uf i&Auf j&B%G̃21. ~3.11!

Thus we representD( ũ,j̃) as matrixG̃ on the orthogonal
bases $uf i&Auf j&B%. Similar to Eq. ~3.7!, define DK

5D1( ũ,j̃K21)D2( ũ,j̃K22)•••DK21( ũ,ũ) ( ũ5 j̃1), where
D j ( ũ,j̃) compresses the information of partite syste
Aj ,Aj 11 to Aj , and j̃ j 11 is uniquely determined by
X( ũ,j̃ j )5T̃†( j̃ j 11)T̃( j̃ j 11). DK acts as follows:

DKuc i~ ũ !& ^ K5uc i~ j̃K!&A1
u00& ^ (K21). ~3.12!

We can also define the similar operationDK( ũ,j̃) that com-
presses the information ofK input copies into one for a
k-partite system, where ũ5(u i

( j ) ,m i
( j ) ,i 52,3, . . . ,2k; j

51,2, . . . ,i 21). With lemma 1 we can realizeDK via uni-
versal logic gates.

For operationDK , we may introduce a new gate calle
the Controlled-DK gate, which can transfer the complicate
orthogonal bases to lexicographically ordered ones of a m
tipartite system. In the information compression process,
perform a Controlled-DK gate on the controlled partites wit
0-5
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P as the controller. In the information decompression p
cess, a Controlled-DK

1 gate is needed. With all these oper
tions and controlled operations, we can express the ortho
nal bases and transfer them to those suitable for
realization of quantum cloning and identification via unive
sal quantum logic gates.

B. Representation of unitary evolution and realization
via universal gates

Suppose thatVk5$uV i&,i 51,2, . . . ,2k% are the bases
which are lexicographically ordered in Hilbert spaceH ^ k.
For the given probability matrixG, with a DK gate, we can
represent the orthogonal bases$$ua i&uP0&%, $uw̃ j&uP1&%, i, j
51,2, . . . ,2k% @of Eq. ~2.16! for probabilistic identification#
and $$ua i&uw1&

^ (N2M )uP0&%,$ub j&%,i , j 51,2, . . . ,2k% @of Eq.
~2.1! for probabilistic cloning# as

$$DM
21uV i&uV1&

^ (M21)uP0&%,$uV j&uV1&
^ (M21)uP1&%,

i , j 51,2, . . . ,2k%, ~3.13!

$$DM
21uV i&uV1&

^ (N21)uP0&%,$DN
21uV j&uV1&

^ (N21)uP1&%,

i , j 51,2, . . . ,2k%,

where the first expression is for identification and the sec
is for cloning. With a controlled-DM gate and a controlled
DN gate, we can transfer these orthogonal bases into

$$uV i&A1
uP0&%,$uV j&A1

uP1&%,i , j 51,2, . . . ,2k%

^ uV1&A2 ,A3 , . . . ,AK

^ (K21) , ~3.14!

whereK5M is for identification andK5N is for cloning.
On these new orthogonal bases, the evolutionÛ is a unitary
controlled operation on a composite system ofA1 and probe
P with the composite system of subsystemA2 ,A3 , . . . ,AK
as the controller. If the controller is in stat
uV1&A2 ,A3 , . . . ,AK

^ (K21) , we perform operationÛ on the composite

system ofA1P. Otherwise we make no operation. Deno
uP0&5u0&P , uP1&5u1&P , on the bases$$uV i&A1

u0&P%,

$uV j&A1
u1&P%, i , j 51,2, . . . ,2k%; U can be represented a

U5ṼSṼ† @Eq. ~2.9!#. Ṽ corresponds to the operation

V̂A1
Î PuV1&

^ (K21)^ (K21)^V1u1 Ĵ, ~3.15!

where Ĵ5( u$V i j
%&ÞuV1& ^ (K21)Î A1Pu$V i j

%&^$V i j
%u with u$V i j

%&

5uV i 1
&uV i 2

&•••uV i K21
&, K5M is for identification, andK

5N for cloning. The matrix corresponding to the operati
V̂A1

on the bases$uV i&A1
% is V. Î P represents unit operatio

of a probe system. On the new orthogonal ba
$$uV i&A1

uP0&, uV i&A1
uP1&%, i 51,2, . . . ,2k%, we express

S5S F 2E

E F D

06231
-

o-
e

d

s

asS5diag(K1 ,K2 , . . . ,K2k), where

Ki5S A12mi 2Ami

Ami A12mi
D .

So we obtain

Ŝ5)
i 51

2k

P2i ,2k11P2i 21,2k1121Lk
A1P

~Ki !

3P2i 21,2k1121P2i ,2k11uV1&
^ (K21)^ (K21)^V1u1 Ĵ,

~3.16!

whereK5M is for identification andK5N is for cloning.
We have shown in lemma 1 that the unitary operationsU0 ,
P2i 21,2k1121 , P2i ,2k11, andV̂A1

can be decomposed into th

product of basis operations such as C-NOT andLk(û). The
decomposition ofLk(û) has been completed by Barenc
et al. @23#. Thus we complete the decomposition of the u
tary evolution via universal quantum logic gates, so as
realize probabilistic cloning and identification of ak -partite
system.

In the following we will give some examples. First w
shall be concerned with quantum probabilistic identificati
of a one-partite system, provided withM initial copies. With
the given maximum probabilityg15g2512cosM2u, we ob-
tain

Ṽ5
1

A2
~ I A1 isy

A!I P5Ry
AS p

2 D I P, m151,

m25
12cosM2u

11cosM2u
, K15S 0 21

1 0 D ,

K25SA 2cosM2u

11cosM2u
2A12cosM2u

11cosM2u

A12cosM2u

11cosM2u
A 2cosM2u

11cosM2u

D ,

where

FIG. 2. The networks of probabilistic identification for a on
partite system.uc6(u)&Ai

are to-be-identified states anduP0& is the
probe.
0-6
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Ry~x!5S cos
x

2
sin

x

2

2sin
x

2
cos

x

2

D .

The network of quantum probabilistic identification for
one-partite system via universal logic gates is shown in F
2 (M52).

The S gate in Fig. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3.
For a two-partite system, with the given maximum pro

ability matrix G which satisfies the inequalityX(M )2G>0,
we obtain

Ŝ5sx
1sx

2L2~K1!sx
2sx

1sx
1L2~K2!sx

1sx
2L2~K3!

3sx
2L2~K4!u00& ^ (M21)^ (M21)^00u1 Ĵ.

FIG. 3. The networks of anS gate for a one-partite system.
tite

b

o-

-
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.

The network of quantum probabilistic identification for
two-partite system is shown in Fig. 4 (M52).

The S gate in Fig. 4 is illustrated in Fig. 5
As to probabilistic cloning, we also begin with a on

partite system. With inequality~2.4!, we give the maximum
probability gmax5(12cosM2u)/(12cosN2u). Then

Ṽ5
1

A2
~ I A11 isy

A1!u0&A2A2
^0uI P5Ry

AS p

2 D u0&A2A2
^0uI P,

K15S 0 21

1 0, D ,

FIG. 5. The networks of anS gate for a two-partite system.
K25SA 2~cosM2u2cosN2u!

~12cosN2u!~11cosM2u!
2A~11cosN2u!~12cosM2u!

~12cosN2u!~11cosM2u!

A~11cosN2u!~12cosM2u!

~12cosN2u!~11cosM2u!
A 2~cosM2u2cosN2u!

~12cosN2u!~11cosM2u!

D .
a-
m
um

ing
ec-

get
t

ite
The network of quantum probabilistic clone for a one-par
system is shown in Fig. 6 (M52, N53).

For a two-partite system, with the given maximum pro
ability matrix G satisfyingX(M )2AGX(N)AG>0, we obtain

Ŝ5sx
1sx

2L2~K1!sx
2sx

1sx
1L2~K2!sx

1sx
2L2~K3!

3sx
2L2~K4!u00& ^ (N21)^ (N21)^00u1 Ĵ.

The network of quantum probabilistic cloning for a tw
partite system is shown in Fig. 7~whereM52, N53).

FIG. 4. The networks of probabilistic identification for a two

partite system.uc̃ i&Aj
are to-be-identified states.
-

So far we have realized quantum probabilistic identific
tion and cloning in ak -partite system via universal quantu
logic gates, which have important applications in quant
cryptography@24,25#, quantum programming@26#, and quan-
tum state preparation@27#.

C. Robustness of the quantum networks

The robustness properties of the cloning and identify
machines may prove to be crucial in practice. In this subs
tion, we show whether any errors occur in the input tar
systemsAM11 , AM12 , . . . ,AN , we can detect them withou

FIG. 6. The networks of probabilistic cloning of a one-part
system. TheS gate has been illustrated in Fig. 3.uc6(u)&Ai

are
to-be-cloned states andu0&A3

is the input target state.
0-7
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destroying the to-be-cloned states in systemsA1 ,
A2 , . . . ,AM , and the to-be-cloned states can be recycled

The input target state with errors may be generally
pressed as

rAM11 ,AM12 , . . . ,AN

5S ~12d1!uV1&^V1u1d1(
i 52

2k

e i uV i&^V i u D ^ (N2M )

,

~3.17!

where( i 52
2k

ue i u51 andd1 is the error rate, or

uf&AM11 ,AM12 , . . . ,AN

5S A12ud2u2uV1&1d2(
i 52

2k

t i uV i& D ^ (N2M )

,

~3.18!

where ( i 52
2k

ut i u251 and ud2u2 is the error rate. Equation
~3.17! expresses the errors caused by the decoherence d
the environment. Equation~3.18! represents the errors i
state preparation. The errors occur in the (N2M ) input tar-
get systems for cloning with the approximate rateN
2M )d1 @(N2M )ud2u2#, which cannot be omitted in prac
tice whenN is relatively large.

After the cloning process, if measurement of probeP re-
sults in u0&P , the cloning attempt should be regarded a
failure in a normal sense. However, it may be caused
errors.

If errors caused by the decoherence occur in any in
target systems, at least one system occupies stateuV i&, i
Þ1. According to Eqs.~3.15! and ~3.16!, the controlled op-
erationsV̂A1

, Ŝ, and Controlled-DK
1 gate in the information

decompression, function as unit evolutions, in other wor
only Controlled-DK gate in the information compressio
works. Thus the to-be-cloned state remains undestroyed.
cording to Eq.~2.1! and the above discussion, the input ta
get states remain unchanged if probeP is in u0&P , whenever
the clone fails or errors occur. These two cases can
checked out by measuring the output target states.

FIG. 7. The networks of probabilistic cloning for a twoparti

system. TheS gate has been illustrated in Fig. 5.uc̃ i&Aj
are to-be-

cloned states andu00&A3
is the input target state.
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If the errors are caused by state preparation, after the e
lution of the system, the output target system correspond
to u0&P is the superposition of two different terms. We me
sure the output target states, and if they result inuV1&

^ (N2M )

, the clone really fails. Otherwise, the errors work and t
to-be-cloned state remains undestroyed.

To the two error situations mentioned above, we can
input the to-be-cloned system to the cloning machines at
location immediately behind the Controlled-DK gate ~the
first operation of the cloning machine! and clone again.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have considered the realization of qu
tum probabilistic identifying and cloning machines by phy
cal means. We showed that the unitary representation and
Hamiltonian of probabilistic cloning and identifying ma
chines are determined by the probabilities of success.
logic networks have been obtained by decomposing the
tary representation into universal quantum logic operatio
We have discussed the robustness of the networks and fo
that if error occurs in the input target system, we can de
it and the to-be-cloned states can be recycled. Our metho
suitable for ak-partite system, such as a quantum compu
and may be generalized to general state-dependent clo
and identification.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we determineM and N and derive the
representation ofU. U is a unitary matrix, that is,

UU†5U†U5I 2n . ~A1!

Equation~A1! can be proved equivalent to the followin
two equations:

N52~AG!21CM, ~A2!

MM†5I n2C†X21C. ~A3!

It is obvious thatI n2C†X21C is a symmetric matrix.
According to Eq.~2.6!, we yield

I n2C†X21C5~ I n1C†G21C!21. ~A4!

For G positive definite,C†G21C is semipositive definite.
ThusI n1C†G21C is positive definite and its reversed matr
I n2C†X21C is also positive definite.

I n2C†X21C can be represented as the following:

I n2C†X21C5V diag~m1 , . . . ,mn!V†, ~A5!

whereV is unitary. Together with Eq.~A3!, M is determined
by
0-8
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M52V diag~Am1, . . . ,Amn!V†. ~A6!

Furthermore, we can also prove several useful con
sions to replace the submatrices ofU in Eq. ~2.8!,

C†A215V diag~A12m1, . . . ,A12mn!V†, ~A7!

AGA215V diag~Am1, . . . ,Amn!V†, ~A8!

N52~AG!21CM5V~A12m1, . . . ,A12mn!V†.
~A9!

Hence, we get

U5S V 0

0 VD S F 2E

E F D S V† 0

0 V†D , ~A10!

where E5diag(Am1, . . . ,Amn), F5diag(A12m1, . . . ,
A12mn).

According to Eq.~A5! and I n2C†X21C.0, we yield

mi.0, i 51,2, . . . ,n.

On the other hand, Eq.~A5! can be rewritten as

C†X21C5V diag~12m1 , . . . ,12mn!V†.

For X positive definite,C†X21C is semipositive definite.
So 12mi>0, that is,mi<1, i 51, . . . ,n. Combining the
results above, we get the range ofmi as

0,mi<1, i 51,2, . . . ,n. ~A11!
hu

c-

06231
-

APPENDIX B

Here we diagonalizeÛ.
S can be rewritten as

S5TKT†, ~B1!

whereK5diag(K1 ,K2 , . . . ,Kn),

Ki5S A12mi 2Ami

Ami A12mi
D ,

T is a unitary matrix which interchanges the rows ofK, and
T† interchanges the columns. Denoting

L j5
1

A2
S 1 2 i

2 i 1 D ,

j 51,2, . . . ,n, L̃5diag(L1 ,L2 , . . . ,Ln), we have

K5L̃ diag~eiu1,e2 iu1, . . . ,eiun,e2 iun!L̃†, ~B2!

whereu j , and j 51,2, . . . ,n is determined by

eiu j5A12mj1 iAmj , S 0,u j<
p

2 D . ~B3!

According to Eqs.~2.9!, ~B1!, and~B2!, U is completely
diagonalized as the following:

U5O diag~eiu1,e2 iu1, . . . ,eiun,e2 iun!O†, ~B4!

whereO5ṼTL̃.
s.
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